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FRENCH LANGUAGE
Paper 8682/01
Speaking

Key messages
For teachers/examiners:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep to the timings prescribed for the examination (see below) and, if necessary and appropriate,
interrupt the Topic Presentation if it overruns significantly.
Prompt candidates to ask questions during/at the end of each conversation section, but answer briefly.
More than one question per section is required for candidates to qualify for full marks and examiners
should be prepared to prompt candidates for several questions to enable them to have access to the full
range of marks.
In the Topic Conversation do not go back over questions already answered or material already covered
in the Topic Presentation.
In the General Conversation do not return to the topic of the Topic Presentation.
Cover a range of topics (not a single topic) in the General Conversation, some in depth, vary questions
and topics from one candidate to another, be prepared to identify and follow the interests and passions
of the candidate (not your own), and keep your own contributions to a minimum.
Create as natural a conversation as possible, interact with the candidate and avoid lists of pre-prepared
questions, especially those which elicit a one-word or purely factual answer.

For candidates:
•
•
•

Make sure that the presentation is not just factual, but contains ideas and opinions and also allows
further discussion in the Topic Conversation.
Ask questions of the examiner in both conversation sections and make every effort to ask more than
one question on the topic or topics under discussion in order to qualify for the full range of marks. Make
sure your questions are relevant to the topic under discussion.
Remember that the Topic Presentation must make clear reference to a francophone culture or society:
The presentation must demonstrate the candidate’s knowledge of the contemporary society or cultural
heritage of a country where the target language is spoken. This must be more than a passing reference,
and candidates who live in a francophone country and who speak about an aspect of their own culture
must make it clear beyond doubt to which country they are referring.

General comments
It is important for examiners to remember that this examination is an opportunity for candidates to show what
they have learnt and a chance for them to express and develop their own ideas and opinions. Examiners
should see their role as providing and facilitating this opportunity.
The way in which an examiner asks a question can make a huge difference to how a candidate is able to
respond. Examiners need to be aware that:
1
2
3

Very long, complex questions tend to unnerve candidates and rarely facilitate discussion.
Closed questions usually elicit short answers, sometimes just yes or no, and should be avoided unless
they are intended to open the way for a deeper discussion.
Open questions such as Comment? or Pourquoi? are more likely to allow a candidate the freedom to
answer at much greater length and in greater depth.

The examination should be a conversation, which can only be achieved by engaging with and responding to
what the candidate says, not by asking a series of entirely unrelated questions with no follow-up. Going
through a list of pre-prepared questions rarely results in a natural conversation.
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Administration
Recordings
1

2
3

5

6
7

Recordings this year were mainly clear, though there are still a surprisingly high number of examples of
faulty recording equipment and of the microphone favouring the examiner rather than the candidate.
There were a number of cases where recorded material was unplayable or where the recording had not
been transferred correctly or where the original recording was inaudible or blank or where the CD was
damaged in transit or faulty. Examiners must check the equipment before using it and ensure that the
microphone favours the candidate without losing the examiner’s own contribution.
Centres should keep a copy of the recording(s) in case a second copy is required by the moderator or a
broader range of marks is requested.
Recordings should be sent on CD as .mp3 files, and finalised correctly, so that each candidate’s
examination can be accessed for moderation. Files should be identified using precise candidate details
(see the paragraph below) rather than just ‘number 1, 2’, etc.
Please ensure that all recording material (including CD cases) is labelled with details of the Centre,
syllabus, and candidates, listed with their full names and candidate numbers in the order of recording.
Where a Centre has candidates at both A and AS, they should be recorded on separate CDs.
Centres are reminded that the sample of recordings they send should represent candidates throughout
the range of the entry, from highest to lowest.
Care should also be taken with the packaging of recorded material – CDs are not unbreakable and
there have been a few cases of inadequately packaged CDs so damaged in transit that it has been
impossible to listen to the candidates. Please also avoid sticky tape or labels coming into contact with
the recording side of CDs, as this makes them unplayable and runs the risk of damaging the equipment
on which they are played.

Paperwork
1

2

There were a number of clerical errors, either in the addition of marks or in transferring them to the
MS1. These should be checked carefully before submission and all paperwork enclosed with the
recordings. For the size of sample needed, please see the details in the syllabus booklet.
Centres are reminded that for moderation, in addition to the recordings, they need to send the Working
Mark Sheet, a copy of the MS1 (computer mark sheet or equivalent), and any other relevant paperwork.

Application of Mark Scheme
1

2
4

There were irregularities in the application of the Mark Scheme. Several Centres awarded marks out of
10 for Providing and/or Seeking Opinions, when the maximum is 5; others awarded marks for Seeking
Opinions, even when the candidate had not asked any questions.
If a Centre has been given permission in advance by CIE to engage two examiners for the same
syllabus, examiners should standardise marks before submitting to CIE for moderation.
Many examiners do not halve the mark for Presentation/Content if the candidate’s topic is not
demonstrably and unequivocally related to a francophone country.

Comments on individual tasks
There are 3 distinct parts to the Speaking Test:
1
2
3

Presentation – (3–3.5 minutes).
Topic Conversation – (7–8 minutes).
General Conversation – (8–9 minutes).

The Speaking Test should last no more than 20 minutes in total.
In order to be fair to all candidates across the world, these timings should be observed – where examinations
are too short, candidates are not given opportunities to show what they can do, and where conversations are
over-extended, an element of fatigue sets in and candidates sometimes struggle to maintain their level of
language.
Examiners must also remember that the longer their own contributions, the less time candidates have to
develop their ideas. Responses to questions asked by candidates should be kept brief.
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Presentation (3 to 3.5 minutes)
In this part of the examination, the candidate gives a single presentation, lasting about three minutes, on a
specific topic of his or her choice, taken from one of the topic areas listed in the syllabus booklet. This is the
only prepared part of the examination and the only part for which candidates are able to choose what they
want to talk about. There were a number of cases this session where candidates spoke on more than one
topic.
The topic list gives candidates a very wide choice – the most popular this year, at both A and AS Levels,
remained L’Internet, La technologie, L’égalité des sexes, Les médias sociaux, Le sport, La famille, Le
tourisme, La mode, La cuisine française, L’environnement and La pollution. There were a number of the
usual favourites, such as drugs, unemployment, marriage, discrimination, racism and immigration, a few
dealing with culture or politics (including the recent French elections) in a French-speaking country, as well
as personal interests such as art or music. Some of the most interesting presentations managed to relate
their chosen topic to a whole range of social and political issues.
For the most part, candidates were clearly aware of the need, stated in the syllabus, that the presentation
must demonstrate the candidate’s knowledge of the contemporary society or cultural heritage of a country
where French is spoken. Where this is not the case, candidates will have their mark for Content/Presentation
halved (see Speaking Test mark scheme). This is the responsibility of the examiner.
Since the topic is chosen beforehand, candidates have usually researched quite widely, and have to select
and structure their material to fit into 3 to 3.5 minutes – additional material which cannot be included in the
actual presentation because of the time constraint may well prove very useful in the topic conversation
section. In general, candidates had no problem speaking for the required time and many were able to give
full and interesting presentations.
Candidates would be well advised to steer clear of very factual subjects – the mark scheme criteria for the
Content/Presentation element makes it clear that in order to score well, the presentation should contain not
just factual points, but ideas and opinions. Candidates need to think carefully before making their final choice
and consider whether it will be possible to develop and expand their chosen topic. Sport and family, though
popular choices, are often the least successful for that reason.
Candidates only present ONE topic and the Topic Conversation which follows will seek to develop that same
topic.
Topic Conversation (7 to 8 minutes)
In this section, candidates have the chance to expand on what they have already said and develop ideas
and opinions expressed briefly during the presentation. Examiners need to beware of merely asking
questions which allow a repetition of the same material already offered – their aim should be to ask more
probing questions in order to give candidates opportunities to expand on their original statements and then
respond to what the candidate says. There are not necessarily ‘right’ answers either here or in the General
Conversation section and it is in the nature of a genuine conversation that those taking part may not agree
with opinions expressed. However, differences of opinion can create lively debate (if handled sensitively and
purposefully by the examiner) and can give candidates the opportunity to defend their point of view.
At both A and AS Level, questions should go beyond the sort of questions appropriate at IGCSE Level.
Candidates need to be able to show that they are capable of taking part in a mature conversation. In some
cases, candidates were not able to offer much development or sustain the level of language used in their
presentation, but many were successful in expressing additional ideas and seeking the opinions of the
examiner.
In each conversation section there are 5 marks available for questions the candidates ask of the examiner:
they should ask more than one question in each conversation section and examiners must prompt them to
do so. Examiners should make sure that they do not spend too long on their own answers to candidates’
questions, thereby depriving candidates of valuable time.
Examiners should note that it is helpful both to candidates and moderators to signal the end of the Topic
Conversation and the beginning of the General Conversation.
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General Conversation (8 to 9 minutes)
The General Conversation is the most spontaneous section of the examination. Candidates will have
prepared their own choice of topic for the Topic Presentation (to be continued in the Topic Conversation), but
here they do not know what the examiner will choose to discuss (and it is the examiner who chooses, not the
candidate). Clearly the areas of discussion will be those studied during the course, but there seemed to be
fewer varied and in-depth discussions this session. In a Centre with a number of candidates, candidates
should not all be asked to talk about the same list of subjects – themes should be varied from candidate to
candidate and should on no account return to the original subject of the presentation.
This section is intended to be a conversation between examiner and candidate, so it is not appropriate for
the examiner to ask a series of unrelated questions, to which the candidate responds with a prepared
answer, after which the examiner moves on to the next question on the list! Examiners should display
sensitivity in asking questions about topics of a personal nature i.e. religion and personal relationships and
should try to keep their questions general rather than moving inappropriately into personal areas.
Examiners should aim to discuss a minimum of 2 to 3 areas in depth, giving candidates opportunities to offer
their own opinions and defend them in discussion. Although the section may begin with straightforward
questions about family, interests or future plans, which can, in themselves, be developed beyond the purely
factual (questions asking ‘Why?’ or ‘How?’ are useful here), candidates at both A and AS Level should be
prepared for the conversation to move on to current affairs and more abstract topics appropriate to this level
of examination.
Candidates should be prompted to ask questions of the examiner in order to give them the opportunity to
score marks for this criterion, though examiners should once again be wary of answering at too great a
length.
Assessment
1
2
3

4

5

6

7

8

Across the vast majority of the entry, moderation saw marks either not adjusted at all or adjusted by less
than 10 per cent, although there were cases of adjustment of 10–35 per cent.
The greatest causes of difference were where marks had been awarded for asking questions where
none had actually been asked or where topics did not relate to a francophone country.
A handful of examiners also found it difficult to establish an acceptable level for
Comprehension/Responsiveness, Accuracy and Feel for the Language, while others found it tricky to
differentiate between the bands for Pronunciation/Intonation.
In rare cases, examiners misapplied the mark scheme, most frequently by awarding marks out of 10 for
those categories like Pronunciation/Intonation and Seeking Opinions which carry a maximum of 5
marks.
Examiners at Centres with a large entry of able candidates should be aware that marks may be
bunched and that it may be impossible to differentiate between candidates to a greater degree than the
Mark Scheme allows.
Where candidates ask questions to elicit clarification or obtain information during the course of
conversation, this should clearly be rewarded, but examiners must remember to prompt candidates in
both conversation sections – the mark scheme gives the criteria for awarding marks for this element of
the examination and these marks should be awarded regardless of whether questions are spontaneous
or prompted, provided that they are relevant to the topic under discussion.
Centres are reminded that, except in extenuating circumstances, they should engage only one examiner
per syllabus, regardless of the size of the entry. In cases where the engagement of two or more
examiners on the same syllabus is unavoidable, the examiners must co-ordinate with each other to
establish an agreed standard. Otherwise, moderation will be extremely difficult. All Centres are asked to
advise CIE, using form NOE, about the examiners they intend to employ (by 1st April for the June
session and 1st October for the November session).
In Centres with a number of candidates, examiners were generally able to establish a logical rank order
and appropriate marking pitch, but this is more difficult to achieve where Centres only have one or two
candidates

Examiners should be congratulated on their efforts to apply the criteria of the mark scheme so
conscientiously.
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FRENCH LANGUAGE
Paper 8682/21
Reading and Writing

Key messages
•

In Question 1, the word or words chosen as the answer must be interchangeable in every respect with
the word or words given in the question. The inclusion of additional words invalidates the answer.

•

In Question 2, candidates are required to manipulate the sentence grammatically, not to alter its
vocabulary or meaning unnecessarily.

•

In Questions 3 and 4, candidates should not simply ‘lift’ (copy/cut and paste) items unaltered from the
text. They need to manipulate the text in some way, re-phrasing by using different vocabulary or
structures.

•

In Questions 3 and 4, candidates should not begin the answer by writing out the question. Answers
beginning with (for example) Parce que are quite acceptable.

•

In Question 5, any material in excess of the prescribed word count (total for parts (a) and (b) combined)
is ignored

•

In Question 5(b), candidates should be encouraged to venture some brief relevant ideas of their own
without confining themselves to the material contained in the text.

General comments
Candidates should be instructed not to use an additional booklet unnecessarily for a few extra words which
could easily be included in the space provided in original answer booklet. In extreme cases, this involved
only two or three words written in an otherwise blank 4 or 8-page additional booklet. Apart from the obvious
waste of resources, this practice significantly complicates the scanning and marking process.
Candidates (and invigilators) should be instructed not to submit Inserts with the answer booklets. The front
page of Insert states that it is not assessed by the Examiner. Submitting it significantly complicates the
scanning and marking process.
Overall, the texts were felt to be of an appropriate level and approachable by the overwhelming majority. The
subject matter appeared to be of interest and relevance to the candidates.
The paper was comparable in overall level of difficulty to previous years, and produced the usual wide range
of marks. There were some very good scripts from able and well prepared candidates who handled all the
tasks with commendable fluency and accuracy, whilst there were some at the other end of the range whose
level of linguistic competence was over-stretched by what was being asked of them.
Most candidates knew how to set about tackling the different types of question, revealing a good level of
familiarity with the format of the paper and the required tasks. Where candidates scored consistently poorly,
it was often because they copied items unaltered from the texts in Questions 3 and 4.
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There were few signs of undue time pressure, with most candidates managing to attempt all questions,
although quite a lot of answers in Questions 3 and 4 were unnecessarily lengthy. Most of the questions on
this paper could be answered in short sentences containing straightforward grammar and vocabulary, but
some candidates still neglect the simple answer and look to over-complicate things by attempting structures
which they cannot handle, producing answers that cannot be rewarded.
Too many candidates still feel the need to incorporate the words of the question as an unnecessary
preamble to the answer, which not only wastes time for both candidate and marker, but also potentially
introduces linguistic errors which can detract significantly from the overall impression for the Quality of
Language mark – e.g. Un self-service diffère-t-il« (3(a)) ; Les cuisiniers sont-ils responsables « (3(c)) ; Les
jeunes adolescents font-ils « (4(d)). Answers beginning with parce que or en are quite in order, indeed
usually preferable.
Candidates would also do well to look at the number of marks awarded for each question (indicated in
square brackets) as a guide to the number of points to be made.
In Questions 3 and 4, it is encouraging to note that copying wholesale from the text has diminished
somewhat in recent sessions, with more candidates understanding how to ‘work’ the text to avoid ‘lifting’, but
it remains a common feature amongst the weaker candidates. It is important to remember that simply ‘lifting’
items directly from the text, even if they include more or less correct information, does not demonstrate
understanding and therefore does not score marks. Candidates must show that they can manipulate the text
in some way (even in a minor way) to provide the correct answer. They should try to express the relevant
points using different vocabulary or structures. There is an encouraging trend for the stronger candidates to
understand how to do this quite simply, avoiding unnecessary over-complication. Even quite small changes
(e.g. transforming nouns into verbs or finding a simple synonym) or extensions to the original can show that
candidates are able to handle both the ideas and the language – see specific comments on Questions 3
and 4 below.
The paper ties the questions (and therefore the answers) to specific paragraphs (or occasionally to specific
lines) in the texts. Candidates who find themselves writing the same answer for two questions need to pause
for thought.
Question 2, on the other hand, is not the time to attempt to find other words for straightforward vocabulary
items used in the original sentence. This question is a test of grammatical manipulation, not of an ability to
find alternative vocabulary for its own sake. Candidates should therefore aim to make the minimum changes
necessary, whilst retaining as many elements of the original as possible. They need to be aware, however,
that alterations made to one part of the sentence are likely to have grammatical implications elsewhere,
particularly in matters of agreement. Candidates should not attempt to cut corners by omitting the
prompt at the start of their answers.
In Question 1, candidates nowadays appear more aware of need for the words given as the answer to be
interchangeable in every respect with the word or words given in the question – i.e. the word or words to be
inserted must fit precisely into the ‘footprint’ of the word or words which they are replacing.
In Question 5, candidates should realize the importance of the word limits clearly set out in the rubric: a total
of 140 words for both sections, 90–100 words for the summary of specific points made in the original texts
and 40–50 words for the response. Material beyond the word limit is ignored and scores no marks. This
means that those candidates who use up the entire allocation of words on the Summary
automatically receive none of the 5 marks available for their Personal Response. Although there has
been some improvement in this respect in recent sessions, candidates from some Centres still write answers
in excess of the word limit, sometimes by a large margin, meaning that too many good answers to the
Personal Response cannot be awarded any marks since the word limit has been exceeded before it starts.
These limits are such that candidates cannot afford the luxury of an introductory preamble, however
polished. It appears that candidates are still unnecessarily afraid of being penalised for not introducing the
topic (no doubt because of different practices in other subjects), but some did not get around to start scoring
marks for the first 40 or 50 words. The word limit is already quite tight to achieve ten points and, from the
very outset, candidates need to make the point as succinctly as possible and move on to the other nine. It is
a summary/résumé of specific points from the texts that is required in the first part of Question 5, not a
general essay.
It is strongly recommended that candidates count carefully the number of words that they have used as they
go through the exercise and record them accurately at the end of each of the two parts, if only in order to
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highlight to themselves the need to remain within the limits. For the purpose of counting words in this
context, a word is taken to be any unit that is not joined to another in any way: therefore il y a is three words,
as is qu’est-ce que c’est?
The most successful candidates often showed clear evidence of planning and editing their material with the
word limit in mind.
Comments on specific questions
Question 1
Most candidates knew how to set about this exercise, but answers from sometimes appeared to be chosen
largely at random and bore no grammatical or semantic relationship to the given word in the question.
Candidates would be well advised to narrow the choice down by identifying the part of speech involved.
•
•
•
•
•

Item (a) proved challenging for some, but many candidates correctly identified either ces premiers or les
cuisiniers for ceux-là.
In (b), produisent was correctly identified by most candidates.
In (c), offerings included grande, plus and hausse, perhaps suggesting that candidates had some
inkling that taille had something to do with size but had not appreciated the need for a word which was
connected both in meaning and as a part of speech.
In (d), the only obvious reason for choosing assiette or assez here was the fact that they begin with the
same three letters as associé. The inclusion in the answer of à after lié would have given associé à à
and was therefore a violation of the ‘precise footprint’ principle (see General comments above).
In (e), fondamental earned the mark for a good number of candidates.

Question 2
There were some good answers to this question from the strongest candidates, but, as usual, the task
proved very demanding for those with an inadequate command of grammatical structures, or who didn’t
observe the basic rules of agreement.
Item 2(a) revealed relatively few candidates who could correctly conjugate jeter, even if they understood how
to go about the transfer into the active using on.
In Item 2(b), the transfer into direct speech was similarly hampered by the conjugation of comprendre
(comprennons being the most common offering) before candidates got to the problem of finding the correct
form of nos (rather than notre or notres).
In Item 2(c), some lost the mark by using avec, pour or de rather then par. Others produced incorrect
versions with s’ont or by unnecessarily altering the prompt to la situation.
Item 2(d) saw the tautological retention of récemment even amongst those who recognised the venir de
construction.
Item 2(e) required a subjunctive. Those who recognised the need sometimes lost the mark for not making
soient plural.
Question 3
Item 3(a) suffered from a confusion between un plateau and un plat (on reçoit son plateau à table/on se sert
sur un plat). Successful candidates focused on the fact that one queues up to collect one’s food in a ‘selfservice’. The question of there being more or less choice than in an ‘ordinary restaurant’ was not really the
issue here. The second element involving the role of school canteens was often ignored, but stronger
candidates successfully offered assurer une alimentation saine/que les élèves mangent des repas équilbrés
etc. without resorting to lifting s’alimentent sainement.
In Item 3(b), candidates found a variety of straightforward ways of explaining that les élèves
jettent/laissent/refusent ne finissent/touchent pas la nourriture, and that this is all the more regrettable
because il y a beaucoup d’enfants qui n’ont pas assez à manger/ont besoin de cette nourriture. Fewer were
successful in avoiding lifting perte d’argent (best done by using a verb) or ressources consacrées à la
production (les ressources qu’on utilise pour la produire).
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In Item 3(c), an easy first mark was earned by those who wrote Ils préparent des plats que les enfants
n’aiment pas. The second mark required trop rather than beaucoup, assez or très (grande). The idea of the
appearance of the food implied by présentation was not appreciated by many.
In Item 3(d), a simple first mark was scored by writing la qualité des repas (s’est améliorée). More difficult for
the second mark was the idea of adapting the size of the portions to the age of the children. Attempts at the
third mark produced some over-general answers which did not relate specifically to the need to educate
children about the environmental consequences of food waste.
Item 3(e) was best answered by re-working the nouns of the original (compréhension and adaptation) by
using verbs such as comprendre/découvrir/savoir and adapter/changer/varier. The use of the negative in the
second question caused quite a large number to make the unlikely assertion that Mme Leroux was
recommending serving chips with every meal.
Question 4
In Item 4(a), the first mark was most easily earned by using some part of the verb équilibrer to replace the
noun, as suggested by the question Qu’est-ce que les écoles ont dû faire«? Some did not understand that
les distributeurs were machines rather than people, even if they resisted lifting le retrait. A good number
scored the third mark by pointing to the improvement in the nutritional value of the meals, often replacing
amélioration by a verb.
In Item 4(b), candidates found neat ways of expressing the idea that if pupils still had a choice, there was no
guarantee that they would choose the healthy option: si les élèves ont le droit de choisir, ils peuvent toujours
choisir un menu qui n’est pas adapté.
In Item 4(c), most candidates appeared to understand the need to eat fruit/vegetables and fish and to cut
down on take-away meals. Again, the question (Que faut-il faire« ?) pushed candidates towards verbs,
although consumer, incluir and suppresser were not the best choices. Some suggested it was important to
eat a hearty lunch rather than breakfast, but this was probably the most successfully answered item overall.
Item 4(d) required three comparisons which were handled best by those who found the verbs réussir,
mémoriser and réagir rather than the quite common performer and les abilities. Some curiously thought that
having a longer reaction time was a good thing.
Item 4(e) was often successfully answered by candidates who used the adjective contradictoire and who
kept things simple with phrases such as Les enfants peuvent manger dans les fast-foods, mais pas trop
souvent/de temps en temps seulement. Some went a bit too far in suggesting that parents must/should take
children there rather than that they could.
Question 5
Question 5(a) asked candidates to summarise the causes of food waste in school canteens and the efforts
made to improve pupils’ eating habits.
Being concise is part of the task. See General comments at the start of this report for the need for
candidates to embark directly on identifying and giving point-scoring information without a general
introduction. Too many candidates wasted a large number of words in repeating the question or by including
irrelevant material such as the hazards of allowing pupils to choose their own food or the harmful impact of
the media.
The mark scheme identified 14 rewardable points, of which most candidates managed a fair number, with
the most efficient reaching the maximum of 10. The weakest simply copied out verbatim chunks of the text,
hoping to chance upon some rewardable material.
The most commonly identified causes included food being thrown straight in the bin untouched by pupils who
do not like what has been prepared for them, too much food being prepared and served in too large portions
by cooks who may not know with any certainty how many pupils will be eating that day, and the poor
presentation of dishes.
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The recent efforts most frequently mentioned included the improvement in the quality of the meals, more
balanced menus and the inclusion of healthy eating in the curriculum and in advertising campaigns in
schools.
There is no specific penalty for ‘lifting’ in this exercise as far as content is concerned, but excessive
reliance on the language contained in the text is liable to be penalised in a significant reduction of
the quality of language mark.
The Personal Response (5(b)) asked how candidates might ensure that their future children have a healthy
diet. The majority relied quite heavily on material from the text, but the most successful ventured some more
ideas of their own which included not allowing them to eat in the school canteen at all but providing them
with a healthy picnic so that they knew what the children were eating, teaching children to cook, giving them
home-cooked meals using fresh produce rather than ready-prepared dishes, avoiding GMOs, too much salt
and sugar etc.
Quality of Language
The strongest candidates wrote fluently and accurately, demonstrating a broad and flexible range of
vocabulary and a robust control of structure. The very weakest struggled with the rudiments of the language,
finding it difficult to express their ideas in a comprehensible form.
Agreements of adjectives with their nouns and verbs with their subjects and even the process of making
nouns plural appeared problematic for many candidates.
Many incorrect verb forms were observed, even with some very common verbs in the present indicative:
mettre, prendre, jeter, produire, devoir, venir, vouloir, pouvoir, faire, perdre. This also meant that verbs were
often left in the infinitive, thereby destroying comprehension. The use of the infinitive (-er) ending was often
used interchangeably with the past participle (-é) in some scripts. Difficulties in expressing the passive
robbed many answers of their intended meaning.
Time spent in studying vocabulary in lexical groups might be time well spent: perte/perdre ;
production/produire ; inclusion/inclure ; suppression/supprimer reaction/réagir etc.;
There were problems expressing comparisons (plus bon/bien) and in distinguishing between bon and bien,
mauvais and mal, meilleur and mieux or plusieurs/beaucoup/plus and trop.
That said, the linguistic ability of the majority of candidates certainly enabled them to transmit the required
facts and opinions effectively, whilst the best candidates wrote idiomatic, fluent and generally accurate
French which made good reading.
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FRENCH LANGUAGE
Paper 8682/22
Reading and Writing

Key messages
•

In Question 1, the word or words chosen as the answer must be interchangeable in every respect with
the word or words given in the question. The inclusion of additional words invalidates the answer.

•

In Question 2, candidates are required to manipulate the sentence grammatically, not to alter its
vocabulary or meaning unnecessarily.

•

In Questions 3 and 4, candidates should not simply ‘lift’ (copy/cut and paste) items unaltered from the
text. They need to manipulate the text in some way, re-phrasing by using different vocabulary or
structures.

•

In Questions 3 and 4, candidates should not begin the answer by writing out the question. Answers
beginning with (for example) Parce que are quite acceptable.

•

In Question 5, any material in excess of the word limit is ignored. Candidates should not write a general
introduction.

•

In Question 5(b), candidates should be encouraged to venture some brief relevant ideas of their own
without confining themselves to the material contained in the text.

General comments
Candidates should be instructed not to use an additional booklet unnecessarily for a few extra words which
could easily be included in the space provided in original answer booklet. In extreme cases, this involved
only two or three words written in an otherwise blank 4 or 8-page additional booklet. Apart from the obvious
waste of resources, this practice significantly complicates the scanning and marking process.
Candidates (and invigilators) should be instructed not to submit Inserts with the answer booklets. The front
page of Insert states that it is not assessed by the Examiner. Submitting it significantly complicates the
scanning and marking process.
Illegibility remains a significant (and growing) problem, partly because of very poor handwriting and partly
because of ambiguous and messy crossings-out.
Overall, the texts were felt to be of an appropriate level and approachable by the overwhelming majority. The
subject matter appeared to be of interest and relevance to the candidates.
The paper was comparable in overall level of difficulty to previous years, and produced the usual wide range
of marks. There were some very good scripts from able and well prepared candidates who handled all the
tasks with commendable fluency and accuracy, whilst there were some at the other end of the range whose
level of linguistic competence was over-stretched by what was being asked of them.
Most candidates knew how to set about tackling the different types of question, revealing a good level of
familiarity with the format of the paper and the required tasks. Where candidates scored consistently poorly,
it was often because they copied items unaltered from the texts in Questions 3 and 4.
There were few signs of undue time pressure, with most candidates managing to attempt all questions,
although quite a lot of answers in Questions 3 and 4 were unnecessarily lengthy. Most of the questions on
this paper could be answered in short sentences containing straightforward grammar and vocabulary, but
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some candidates still neglect the simple answer and look to over-complicate things by attempting structures
which they cannot handle, producing answers that cannot be rewarded.
Too many candidates still feel the need to incorporate the words of the question as an unnecessary
preamble to the answer, which not only wastes time for both candidate and marker, but also potentially
introduces linguistic errors which can detract significantly from the overall impression for the Quality of
Language mark – e.g. Les pays riches aggravent-ils la situation en« (3b) ; Les supermarchés contribuentils« (3e) ; Les familles jettent-elles« (3f). Answers beginning with parce que are quite in order, indeed
usually preferable.
Candidates would also do well to look at the number of marks awarded for each question (indicated in
square brackets) as a guide to the number of points to be made.
In Questions 3 and 4, it is encouraging to note that copying wholesale from the text has diminished in recent
sessions, with more candidates understanding how to ‘work’ the text to avoid ‘lifting’, but it remains a
common feature amongst the weaker candidates. It is important to remember that simply ‘lifting’ items
directly from the text, even if they include more or less correct information, does not demonstrate
understanding and therefore does not score marks. Candidates must show that they can manipulate the text
in some way (even in a minor way) to provide the correct answer. They should try to express the relevant
points using different vocabulary or structures. There is an encouraging trend for the stronger candidates to
understand how to do this quite simply, avoiding unnecessary over-complication. Even quite small changes
(e.g. transforming nouns into verbs or finding a simple synonym) or extensions to the original can show that
candidates are able to handle both the ideas and the language – see specific comments on Questions 3
and 4 below.
The paper ties the questions (and therefore the answers) to specific paragraphs (or occasionally to specific
lines) in the texts. Candidates who find themselves writing the same answer for two questions need to pause
for thought.
Question 2, on the other hand, is not the time to attempt to find other words for straightforward vocabulary
items used in the original sentence. This question is a test of grammatical manipulation, not of an ability to
find alternative vocabulary for its own sake. Candidates should therefore aim to make the minimum changes
necessary, whilst retaining as many elements of the original as possible. They need to be aware, however,
that alterations made to one part of the sentence are likely to have grammatical implications elsewhere,
particularly in matters of agreement. Candidates should not attempt to cut corners by omitting the
prompt at the start of their answers.
In Question 1, candidates nowadays appear more aware of need for the words given as the answer to be
interchangeable in every respect with the word or words given in the question – i.e. the word or words to be
inserted must fit precisely into the ‘footprint’ of the word or words which they are replacing.
In Question 5, candidates should realise the importance of the word limits clearly set out in the rubric: a total
of 140 words for both sections, 90–100 words for the summary of specific points made in the original texts
and 40–50 words for the response. Material beyond the word limits is ignored and scores no marks.
This means that those candidates who use up the entire allocation of words on the Summary
automatically receive none of the 5 marks available for their Personal Response. Although there has
been a marked improvement in this respect in recent sessions, candidates from some Centres still write
answers in excess of the word limit, sometimes by a large margin, meaning that too many good answers to
the Personal Response cannot be awarded any marks since the word limit has been exceeded before it
starts.
These limits are such that candidates cannot afford the luxury of an introductory preamble, however
polished. It appears that candidates are still unnecessarily afraid of being penalised for not introducing the
topic (no doubt because of different practices in other subjects), but some did not get around to start scoring
marks for the first 50 words. The word limit is already quite tight to achieve ten points and, from the very
outset, candidates need to make the point as succinctly as possible and move on to the other nine. It is a
summary/résumé of specific points from the texts that is required in the first part of Question 5, not a general
essay.
It is strongly recommended that candidates count carefully the number of words that they have used as they
go through the exercise and record them accurately at the end of each of the two parts, if only in order to
highlight to themselves the need to remain within the limits. For the purpose of counting words in this
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context, a word is taken to be any unit that is not joined to another in any way: therefore il y a is three words,
as is qu’est-ce que c’est?
The most successful candidates often showed clear evidence of planning and editing their material with the
word limit in mind.

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
Scores on this question were somewhat lower than usual, with fewer candidates achieving full marks.
Answers from weaker candidates sometimes appeared to be chosen largely at random and bore no
grammatical or semantic relationship to the given word in the question. Candidates would be well advised to
narrow the choice down by identifying the part of speech involved.
Where marks were lost, it was quite often through the violation of the ‘precise footprint’ principle (see
General comments above).
•
•
•
•
•

Item (a) proved challenging for some candidates, but many correctly identified soit for c’est-à-dire.
In (b), annocent was surprisingly common.
In (c), most of the successful candidates chose manifeste. Those who chose correspond needed to
include à to make it fit into the text.
Item (d) was the most commonly correct answer.
In (e), a large number of candidates invalidated their answer by writing évidemment insensé, which
would have resulted in évidemment insensé insensé.

Question 2
There were some excellent answers to this question from the strongest candidates, but, as usual, the task
proved very demanding for candidates with an inadequate command of grammatical structures or to those
who didn’t observe the basic rules of agreement.
Item 2(a) suffered from the incorrect conjugation of the present tense of mettre, as well as the use of le
instead of la as the direct object pronoun.
In Item 2(b), the conjugation of another common verb caused similar problems –
prendu/prenné/prisse/prisent – compounded by a lack of agreement in the passive. As usual, the gender of
ressources is indicated by utilisées, so it cannot be taken as simply a gender error.
In Item 2(c), most managed to transform leurs into nos, but the correct form of jugeons proved to challanging
for many. Candidates should not make unnecessary alterations to the original sentence: e.g. nous jugeons
que cela/c’est un gaspillage.
Item 2(d) required a subjunctive, a need which was spotted by quite a good proportion even if it was not
always correctly executed, making this probably the most successfully handled item. The omission of
toujours was an unnecessary alteration.
Item 2(e) required the conjugation of jeter and a correct construction following sans. Sans la manger was
fine, as was sans l’avoir mangée, if more difficult.
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Question 3
(a)

The first element was well done, although some over-complicated things when a simple Les pays
développés gaspillent plus que les pays émergents would have done nicely. Beaucoup de gens
n’ont pas assez à manger offered candidates a straightforward way of earning a further mark by
not lifting sous-alimentation.

(b)

This questions was often handled quite successfully. The first part of the question required
candidates to describe the causes of the demographic boom – some misread this as the
consequences. The most successful often used espérance/durée de vie/longévité to good effect to
avoid lifting vivent plus longtemps, followed by le taux de naissances est plus élevé que le taux de
morts. The third mark needed candidates to make the point that (individual) consumption in richer
countries had increased.

(c)

The question asks Que faut-il faire , intended to push candidates into using verbs to replace the
nouns utilisation/gaspillage and partage. Many took this opportunity to score both of the
straightforward marks available.

(d)

The question appeared well understood by the majority, a good number of whom found the obvious
ways to score marks by avoiding the lifting of acheteurs (personne ne veut les acheter/ils ne
peuvent pas les vendre) and la surpoduction (ils produisent trop/surproduisent) even if the
conjugation of (sur)produire proved problematic. La production est plus grande que la demande
was a neat way of scoring both marks in one short sentence.

(e)

This question produced some answers which went too far in suggesting that everything unsold in a
supermarket at the end of every day was thrown away. The notion of ‘buy one get one free’ was
better handled, although the conjugation of promouvoir was sometimes a source of difficulty.

(f)

This question was best answered by using verbs rather than nouns: Elles surestiment« ; elles
achètent impulsivement ; elles ne les stockent pas bien. Other attempts to paraphrase surestimation,
achats d’impulsion and stockage were often either too vague (elles achètent trop) or went too far in
suggesting that families’ kitchen cupboards were too small.

Question 4
(a)

The answers to this question were subject to a great deal of lifting, but successful candidates found
simple ways of re-phrasing: ils n’ont pas l’air/aspect joli ; ils sont trop grands ou trop petits. Others
reversed things by praising supermarkets for selling ugly or misshapen produce.

(b)

Many went too far by suggesting that a supermarket’s entire stock of goods needed to be thrown
away at the end of each rather than just those whose sell-by date had been reached. Sa date
d’expiation was not uncommon for expiration, but others showed an impressive range by using
phrases such as date de péremption/périmée/date limite dépassée. Attempts to express poursuites
judiciaires and/or excès de précaution met with mixed success.

(c)

This questions was generally well answered.

(d)

The first two marks required the ideas of the associations coming to collect the unsold food and then
sorting it (relatively rarely mentioned). Sans-abri attracted a variety of successful explanations – e.g.
quelqu’un qui n’a pas de domicile (fixe)/maison/qui dort dans la rue; others went a bit too far in
suggesting that it was all to do simply with a lack money, food or a job.

(e)

This question was often successfully answered by candidates who found simple ways of expressing
the ideas of feeding the hungry and reducing the waste of resources/food. Some again went too far
in equating faim with famine.
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Question 5
This question asked candidates to summarise the causes and consequences of wasting food and then to
consider other (non-food-related) problems caused by the demographic boom.
Being concise is part of the task. See General comments at the start of this report for the need for
candidates to embark directly on identifying and giving point-scoring information without a general
introduction. Too many candidates wasted a large number of words in repeating the question or in defining le
gaspillage alimentaire.
The mark scheme identified 14 rewardable points, of which most candidates managed a good number, with
the most efficient reaching the maximum of 10. The weakest simply copied out verbatim chunks of the text,
hoping to chance upon some rewardable material.
The most commonly identified causes included supermarkets throwing away or destroying still-edible food,
their refusal to put anything but perfect items on sale, over-production by growers, accidental damage,
families over-estimating their needs or impulse-buying and poor storage.
The consequences most frequently mentioned were the economic loss involved, wastage of resources and
an under-fed population.
There was a fair amount of irrelevance involving birth rates, the population boom and increased life
expectancy, which are neither the causes or the consequences of le gaspillage alimentaire.
The rubric of the Personal Response specifically excluded the difficulties of feeding the increased
population. Some candidates appeared to have misread les problèmes« causés par le boom
démographique as les causes du boom démographique and consequently set off on the wrong track. Those
who addressed the question often pointed to the additional strains placed on housing, lack of land on which
to build, schools, over-crowded transport system, health care, sanitation, crime rates etc. Stronger
candidates provided some interesting responses here but others tended to limit themselves to a single point
or two.
Quality of Language
The strongest candidates wrote fluently and accurately, demonstrating a broad and flexible range of
vocabulary and a robust control of structure. The very weakest struggled with the rudiments of the language,
finding it difficult to express their ideas in a comprehensible form.
Agreements of adjectives with their nouns and verbs with their subjects and even the process of making
nouns plural was problematic for many candidates.
Many incorrect verb forms were in evidence, even very common verbs in the present indicative: mettre,
prendre, jeter, produire, mourir, vivre, naître, détruire, offrir, (pour)suivre, devoir, venir, vouloir, pouvoir, faire,
partir, perdre. This also meant that verbs were often left in the infinitive, thereby destroying comprehension.
The use of the infinitive (-er) ending seemed interchangeable with the past participle (-é) in some scripts.
The approach to spelling was sometimes phonetic, even with very common words: le tôt élevé, la ters (terre),
la plus par. As usual, leur, leurs and ses appeared interchangeable in a large number of scripts, as did ce, se
and ceux ; sa and ça ; ces, ses, c’est and s’est ; mes, mais and mets.
Time spent in studying vocabulary in lexical groups might be time well spent : achat/acheter ;
utilisation/utiliser ; promotion/promouvoir ; refus/refuser ; production/produire.
Constructions with certain common verbs took their usual toll, in particular permettre, aider, demander and
laisser.
Incomplete negatives (missing ne) caused some confusion, as did the unnecessary inclusion of pas:
personne ne les achètent pas.
There were problems expressing comparisons (plus bon/bien) and in distinguishing between bon and bien,
mauvais and mal, meilleur and mieux or plusieurs/beaucoup/plus and trop.
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That said, the linguistic ability of the majority of candidates certainly enabled them to transmit the required
facts and opinions effectively, whilst the best candidates wrote idiomatic, fluent and generally accurate
French which made very good reading.
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FRENCH LANGUAGE
Paper 8682/23
Reading and Writing

Key messages
●
●
●
●
●
●

In Question 1, the word or words chosen as the answer must be interchangeable in every respect with
the word or words given in the question. The inclusion of additional words invalidates the answer.
In Question 2, candidates are required to manipulate the sentence grammatically, not to alter its
vocabulary or meaning unnecessarily.
In Questions 3 and 4, candidates should not simply ‘lift’ (copy/cut and paste) items unaltered from the
text. They need to manipulate the text in some way, re-phrasing by using different vocabulary or
structures.
In Questions 3 and 4, candidates should not to begin the answer by re-working the question. Answers
beginning with (for example) Parce que are quite acceptable.
In Question 5, any material in excess of the word limit is ignored. Candidates should not write a general
introduction.
In Question 5(b), candidates should be encouraged to venture some brief relevant ideas of their own
without confining themselves to the material contained in the text.

General comments
It was pleasing this session to note the absence of unnecessary additional booklets and inserts which waste
resources and complicate the scanning and marking process.
Overall, the paper was felt to be an appropriate test, comparable in overall level of difficulty to previous
years, and one which produced the usual wide range of marks. There were some very good scripts from able
and well prepared candidates who handled all the tasks with commendable fluency and accuracy, whilst
there were some at the other end of the range whose level of linguistic competence was over-stretched by
what was being asked of them.
The topic generally appeared to be one which was approachable and of interest to candidates.
Most candidates knew how to set about tackling the different types of question, revealing a good level of
familiarity with the format of the paper and the required tasks. Where candidates scored consistently poorly,
it was often because they copied items unaltered from the texts in Questions 3 and 4.
There were very few signs of undue time pressure, with most candidates managing to attempt all questions,
although quite a lot of answers in Questions 3 and 4 were unnecessarily lengthy, with candidates perhaps
attempting to strike lucky by casting the net as widely as possible. Some candidates still neglect the
straightforward answer and look to over-complicate things. Others would do well to look at the number of
marks awarded for each question (indicated in square brackets) as a guide to the number of points to be
made.
Some of the most successful candidates chose to lay out their answers by numbering the points made: e.g.
full marks (3/3) were scored in 3(b) by the following:
(i)

Elles écoutent

(ii)

Elles partagent les informations

(iii)

Elles persuadent/sont persuasives
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Too many candidates still feel the need to incorporate the words of the question as an unnecessary
preamble to the answer, which not only wastes time for both candidate and marker, but also potentially
introduces linguistic errors which can detract significantly from the overall impression for the Quality of
Language mark – e.g. Le fait d’inclure plus de femmes peut-il améliorer les conditions parce que« (3d).
Odile se plaint-elle parce que« (4c). Answers beginning with parce que are quite in order, indeed usually
preferable.
In Questions 3 and 4, it is encouraging to note that copying wholesale from the text has diminished in recent
sessions, with more candidates understanding how to ‘work’ the text to avoid ‘lifting’, but it remains a
common feature amongst the weaker candidates. It is important to remember that simply ‘lifting’ items
directly from the text, even if they include more or less correct information, does not demonstrate
understanding and therefore does not score marks. Candidates must show that they can manipulate the text
in some way (even in a minor way) to provide the correct answer. They should try to express the relevant
points using different vocabulary or structures. There is an encouraging trend for the stronger candidates to
understand how to do this quite simply, avoiding unnecessary over-complications (see previous paragraph).
Even quite small changes (e.g. transforming nouns into verbs or finding a simple synonym) or extensions to
the original can show that candidates are able to handle both the ideas and the language – see specific
comments on Questions 3 and 4 below.
Question 2, on the other hand, is not the time to attempt to find other words for straightforward vocabulary
items used in the original sentence. This question is a test of grammatical manipulation, not of an ability to
find alternative vocabulary for its own sake. Candidates should therefore aim to make the minimum changes
necessary, whilst retaining as many elements of the original as possible. They need to be aware, however,
that alterations made to one part of the sentence are likely to have grammatical implications elsewhere,
particularly in matters of agreement. Candidates should not attempt to cut corners by omitting the prompt at
the start of their answers.
In Question 1, candidates nowadays appear more aware of need for the words given as the answer to be
interchangeable in every respect with the word or words given in the question – i.e. the word or words to be
inserted must fit precisely into the ‘footprint’ of the word or words which they are replacing.
In Question 5, candidates should realise the importance of the word limits clearly set out in the rubric: a total
of 140 words for both sections, 90–100 words for the summary of specific points made in the original texts
and 40–50 words for the response. Material beyond the word limit is ignored and scores no marks. This
means that those candidates who use up the entire allocation of words on the Summary
automatically receive none of the 5 marks available for their Personal Response. Although there has
been a marked improvement in this respect in recent sessions, candidates from some Centres still write
answers in excess of the word limit, sometimes by a large margin, meaning that too many good answers to
the Personal Response cannot be awarded any marks since the word limit has been exceeded before it
starts.
These limits are such that candidates cannot afford the luxury of an introductory preamble, however
polished. It appears that candidates are unnecessarily afraid of being penalised for not introducing the topic
(no doubt because of different practices in other subjects), but it is not difficult to waste 20% of the available
words on this for no reward: Le premier texte présente les bienfaits que les femmes peuvent apporter aux
entreprises où elles travaillent, et le deuxième texte présente les obstacles qu’elles peuvent y rencontrer.
Considérons d’abord les bienfaits. While it all sounds very worthy it earns no marks for content. The word
limit is already quite tight to achieve ten points and, from the very outset, candidates need to make the point
as succinctly as possible and move on to the other nine. It is a summary/résumé of specific points from the
texts that is required in the first part of Question 5, not a general essay.
It is strongly recommended that candidates count carefully the number of words that they have used as they
go through the exercise and record them accurately at the end of each of the two parts, if only in order to
highlight to themselves the need to remain within the limits. The most successful candidates often showed
clear evidence of planning and editing their material with the word limit in mind. For the purpose of counting
words in this context, a word is taken to be any unit that is not joined to another in any way: therefore il y a is
three words, as is qu’est-ce que c’est?
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Comments on specific questions
Question 1
This was a relatively straightforward first exercise which was quite successfully negotiated by the majority
who understood the principles involved. Where marks were lost, it was occasionally through the inclusion of
extra words which violated the ‘precise footprint’ principle (see General comments above): e.g. mieux in (b).
Item (a) saw candidates often finding some (but not all all) of the necessary elements of passé en revue in
line with the ‘footprint’ principle outlined in the General Comments section above. Candidates who opted for
enregistrées or dirigées would have done well to wonder how a masculine singular agreement could be
replaced by a feminine plural.
In (b), marchent was correctly identified by most.
In (c), comprennent misled some into compréhensives but others saw the need for a third person plural
ending to help them towards comptent.
In (d), automatiquement nudged most candidates towards an adverb, but some chose the wrong one in
opting for simultanément or récemment.
In (e), a good number found améliorer, although some seemed to think that enrichir had something to do with
being professionnels.
Question 2
As usual, the task proved demanding for those candidates whose command of grammatical structures was
over-stretched.
Item 2(a) proved straightforward enough for those who understood the venir de construction, even if some
then included a redundant récemment. The large majority to whom the construction appeared unfamiliar
inevitably produced some very confused versions – on vient a été publié par une étude récemment.
Item 2(b) required a manipulation into the passive, involving changing singular agreements into plurals.
Some candidates omitted the element of pouvoir in their response.
Item 2(c) depended on the recognition of the need for a subjunctive after on regrette que. A good number of
candidates did so, but the odd one spoiled things with sois.
Item 2(d) required candidates to manipulate direct speech into indirect. Some started well with se montrent
but then couldn’t convert nos to leurs.
Item 2(e) involved finding the correct agreement for surmontés. As usual, the gender of obstacles was given
by the inclusion of grands in the prompt. There was no apparent justification for the omission of par les
femmes.
Question 3
Item 3(a) Some candidates found successful ways of avoiding the lifting of meilleures performances
financières (e.g. by using supérieures), without resorting to performer. Others avoided lifting étant to score
the second mark, sometimes also finding acceptable alternatives to climat plus positif (e.g.
ambiance/environnement/cadre moins negative/f.)
Item 3(b) The most successful candidates here simply re-worked the nouns écoute, partage and persuasion
as verbs, (as hinted at by the question asking Qu’est-ce que les femmes font «), thereby avoiding ‘lifting’,
although occasionally partage was thought to derive from the verb partir.
Item 3(c) was similarly best handled by using nouns to replace the adjectives comprehensives, patientes
and gentilles, as suggested by the question asking quelles sont les qualités . Others successfully offered
Elles comprennent mieux; elles sont moins impatientes; elles sont plus sympathiques/agréables.
In Item 3(d) it was not just that there were moins de réunions but that the meetings did not take place late in
the day. Nor does moins de réunions tardives suggest that women arrive late less often than men for
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meetings or that these meetings are shorter. Moins d’intrusions dans la vie privée was sometimes
successfully rendered by moins d’invasion/interruptions/vie privée plus respectée, whilst the lifting of plus de
souplesse dans les horaires was avoided by flexibilité or des horaires plus souples/variables.
Item 3(e) produced some good answers which avoided simply lifting préjugés masculins: Les hommes les
sous-estiment/préjugent/le sexisme/la discrimination etc. A good number then went on to suggest that
women bosses can display plus de motivation/détermination and feel the need to se prouver/démontrer leurs
compétences tout le temps.
In Item 3(f), some suggested that simply employing women was a good thing for a company but missed the
point about the benefits of having them in senior posts. Others found it difficult to find ways of avoiding lifting
exclusion and/or sous-représentation, most easily achieved by using verbs exclure/marginaliser/sousreprésenter etc.
Question 4
Item 4(a) saw a good deal of lifting of l’égalité hommes-femmes and the occasional misreading of le nombre
de « femmes « est inchangé as le nombre de femmes inchargées (in charge). The evidence for the failure
of the initiatives mentioned caused further confusion, with some candidates suggesting that only 5% of
women are employed, others that Il y a jusque 5% des pays qu’ont des chefs qui sont femmes.
Item 4(b) saw se heurter au plafond de verre being interpreted as self-harming, se casser or even attempted
suicide. Others expressed the idea successfully with the use of une barrière or elles ne sont pas
promues/sont bloquées. The second and third marks were most easily earned by replacing fierté by fières
and désespoir by a verb. The use of succéder rather than réussir caused occasional confusion.
Item 4(c) was often successfully handled, with a good proportion of candidates managing to express the
ideas that les femmes sont moins appréciées et moins bien payées. They also pointed to the fact that les
hommes occupent les postes (les) mieux payés. Ne m’en parlez pas was sometimes thought to mean that
male employees refused to talk to their women counterparts.
In Item 4(d), a good number of candidates successfully managed to make the point that some men said they
did not want a female boss. Fewer managed to earn the second mark by saying that more women than men
expressed this view.
Item 4(e) stronger candidates had little difficulty in earning the marks for les femmes qui ont une carrière :
elles sont dévouées à leur métier et ne choisissent pas la maternité.
Question 5
This Question asked candidates to summarise the benefits which women can bring to a company and the
obstacles which they can encounter, and then to name a famous woman whom they admire and explain
why.
Being concise is part of the task. See General Comments at the start of this report for the need for
candidates to embark directly on identifying and giving point-scoring information without a general
introduction.
The mark scheme identified 14 rewardable points, of which most candidates managed a good number, with
the most efficient reaching the maximum of 10. The weakest simply copied out verbatim chunks of the text,
hoping to chance upon some rewardable material, or repeated points that they had already made.
The most commonly identified benefits included improved financial performance, a better working climate
(based on listening, sharing, patience), an ability to manage work and family (with fewer intrusions into
private life), and a high level of motivation and determination.
Obstacles commonly mentioned included being passed over for promotion (glass ceiling), having constantly
to prove themselves/work harder for recognition, being comparatively under-paid and being the target of
sexist remarks and attitudes.
The Personal Response prompted some interesting choices of female figures whom candidates admired:
Emma Watson was the most frequently named figure, followed by Malala Yousafzai, Michelle Obama,
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Melinda Gates and the singers Adèle and Madonna. The reasons given for the choices often centred on their
status as role models for young women and their efforts in promoting the rights of girls and women in society.
Quality of Language
The strongest candidates wrote fluently and accurately, demonstrating a broad and flexible range of
vocabulary and a robust control of structure. Some suffered from a tendency towards verbosity and overcomplexity, coupled with the use of impressive-sounding vocabulary whose meaning one sensed they did
not always fully understand. The very weakest struggled with the rudiments of the language, finding it difficult
to express their ideas in a comprehensible form.
Agreements of adjectives with their nouns and verbs with their subjects appeared largely random in a
number of scripts.
Incorrect verb forms were common, with some struggling to conjugate verbs such as devoir (ils devent) and
vouloir (ils voudrient). The formation of comparatives also caused problems, notably the very common plus
bon/plus bien.
The approach to spelling was somewhat phonetic in some scripts (e.g. elles sont dessus for déçues).
That said, the linguistic ability of the majority of candidates generally enabled them to transmit the required
facts and opinions effectively, whilst the best candidates wrote idiomatic, fluent and generally accurate
French which made good reading.
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show
wing a good use of appro
opriate vocab
bulary, as weell as some evidence
e
of
complexity iin sentence patterns. Candidates sho
ould plan ess
says carefully
y, using the iintroduction to show
their undersstanding of th
he question and
a develop a logical and
d coherent argument suppported by a range of
well-chosen
n examples, leading to a balanced co
onclusion whe
ere they show their cons idered judgm
ment of the
issues they have discusssed.

General co
omments
Although so
ome candidates clearly engaged with their chosen
n topic and wrote
w
coherennt and pertin
nent essays
that targeted the questio
on set, many
y did not conssider the pre
ecise wording
g of the quesstion, leading
g to
generalisations and irrelevant answe
ers. Candida
ates should present
p
their arguments loogically, usin
ng a range
of link words to provide clarity in the progression
n of their idea
as. Bullet points are not aappropriate to
o the task.
The conclussion in manyy instances merely
m
stated
d what had be
een included
d before, ofteen in the intro
oduction. A
small number of candida
ates made no attempt to answer the question and
d wrote answ
wers which had been
pre-learnt and were clea
arly irrelevan
nt. Candidate
es need to be
e reminded th
hat such scriipts will be awarded 0
both for con
ntent and language.
Quality of llanguage
The quality of the langua
age varied considerably. Whilst some
e essays dem
monstrated a fair level off accuracy
and some vvariety in the choice of vo
ocabulary and
d structures, which enabled candidattes to commu
unicate their
ideas effecttively, there were
w
frequen
nt inconsisten
ncies in the use
u of basic grammar. Diifficulties were much in
evidence wiith the use of adjectival and
a subject-vverb agreeme
ents, as well as irregularr verbs and prepositions.
p
Some candidates displa
ayed a poor command
c
of basic linguis
stic structures, vocabularry and registe
er. As a
result, conte
ent was veryy basic and communicatio
on frequently
y impeded. There
T
was at times a cons
siderable
degree of in
nterference frrom English and Spanish
h.
Common e
errors includ
ded:
Incorrect sp
pelling of com
mmon words,, included so
ome mentioned in the ess
say title: orgaanisme, atteiindre,
beaucoup, p
pays, conserrvation, gouv
vernement, e
environnement.
Incorrect ge
ender of com
mmon words : problème, p
phénomène, rôle, organis
sme.
Frequent incorrect use of
o negatives (c’est ne pass, ne bon pa
as, no existe)
Frequent incorrect word
d order noun//adjective
Use of comment for com
mme.
Use of faire
e for rendre.
Use of parcce que/car/grrâce à instead of à cause
e de.
Frequent incorrect use of
o preposition
n after comm
mon verbs.
Nouns used
d without articles and verrbs used with
hout a subjec
ct pronoun.
Lack of pun
nctuation.
Overuse of chose/chose
es.
Inappropriatte use of perrsonnes/gens (e.g. certaiins gens).
Inappropriatte register: boulot;
b
trucs ; ben«
Confusion b
between: cess/ses/c’est; ça/sa;
ç
son/so
ont; ce/ceux.
Confusion b
between par//pour.
Confusion b
between verb
b and adjective : meilleurr/améliorer
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s on specific
c questions
Question 1
n
pas forc
cément bon p
pour l’organiisme. Discutez de cette aaffirmation.
Tout ce qui a bon goût n’est
This was wiith a very popular questio
on. Unfortuna
ately many essays
e
tende
ed to be supeerficial and did not move
far beyond tthe issue of fast-food,
f
sta
ating excess sugar and fa
at as key fac
ctors in obesiity and heartt problems.
Others wrotte about la cu
uisine frança
aise, or made
e no referenc
ce to le goût. Some canddidates howe
ever offered
a detailed a
and well-inforrmed response, and supp
ported their arguments
a
with
w a good raange of topic
c-specific
vocabulary, explaining the conseque
ences of proccessed food on health, in
ncluding the growing rate
e of obesity
d statistics. They
T
conside
ered the negative impact of the food iindustry with the use of
in Western societies and
olourings and GMO whic
ch leads to yo
oung people in particularr being addiccted to unhea
althy food.
additives, co
Some candidates consid
dered the efffect of the grrowing consu
umption of meat, both in tterms of pers
sonal health
and global impact, which in turns afffects individu
uals’ well-being. Flavour enhancers
e
w
were sometim
mes
denounced,, as was the increasing use
u of palm o
oil in a range of food prod
ducts. Some essays went onto
discuss the need to edu
ucate people so that they can learn to
o enjoy health
hier types of food. Whilstt a few
candidates were able to
o offer a good
d range of ide
eas and exe
emplification, many essayys were rathe
er limited in
scope.
Question 2
Pourquoi l’é
égalité des ch
hances est-e
elle un objecttif si difficile à atteindre?
This questio
on was not widely
w
chosen
n, and only a minority of candidates paid
p
heed to the wording of the
essay title w
which asked them to cons
sider the rea
asons. Candidates obviou
usly held stroong views on
n the topic
but few had
d the general knowledge or
o topic-speccific vocabula
ary that the question
q
requuired. Many essays
limited them
mselves to sta
ating inequalities, both in
n their own co
ountries and abroad, withhout acknow
wledging
progress ma
ade in many areas. The best scripts m
made mentio
on of legislation which in some countries
guarantees in principle equal
e
pay for men and w
women, the rights of peop
ple with disabbilities or min
nority groups
and access to education
n for all, and argued that despite prog
gress, differe
ences remainn, with differe
ences in pay
being quote
ed, or the facct that a large
er number off women than
n men have low
l
paid jobss or tempora
ary
contracts. Itt was felt tha
at despite legislation, prej udices are hard
h
to chang
ge, so discrim
mination is sttill being
experienced
d by some grroups when they
t
apply fo
or work. Sociial backgroun
nd and parennts’ economiic status
were freque
ently seen ass the main factor in determ
mining a chilld’s chances, with the cosst of higher education
e
seen as a m
major obstaclle to equality
y of chances.. It was felt th
hat whilst ind
dividuals andd governments should
continue to strive to atta
ain their goal, legislation a
alone is not enough
e
and education iss needed to change
c
attitudes. Allthough most essays included some rrelevant idea
as, many can
ndidates struuggled to dev
velop their
arguments; there was much
m
repetitio
on, generalissations, and overall
o
a lack
k of exempliffication.
Question 3
Le sport occcupe une pla
ace de plus en
e plus imporrtante dans la
l vie de bea
aucoup de m
monde : phénomène
positif ou né
égatif?
on was a verry popular ch
hoice, but ma
any candidate
es didn't to read the quesstion carefullly, leading
This questio
to largely irrrelevant answ
wers. A subs
stantial numb
ber of candid
dates wrote basic
b
pieces that were litttle more
than lists off positive effe
ects in terms of health an
nd social life, and often sttated at the eend that they
y could see
no negative
e points. Som
me candidate
es made refe rence to the key point, th
he increasingg importance
e of sport in
people’s live
es, but answ
wers were often limited in scope and merely
m
focused on one orr two key iss
sues such as
the health b
benefits. It is important that candidate
es consider th
he question from
f
a rangee of perspecttives and
nced response. Better sc
offer a balan
cripts conside
ered the fina
ancial aspect and the neggative effect money can
have in proffessional spo
ort: they inclu
uded referen
nces to drug taking,
t
match fixing, bettiing, corruptio
on and
recent scan
ndals within FIFA.
F
There were
w
mentio ns of the pre
essure on fam
milies with exxpensive spe
ecialist TV
channels an
nd the cost of
o football kits
s and paraph
hernalia. Eve
en the best answers show
wed limitation
ns on the
language side: jouer du sport was a common errror, along witth misspellings of commoon sports. Many
candidates were not suffficiently in co
ontrol of the language to communicatte their ideass. There was
s
considerable difficulty in
n particular with
w the langu
uage required
d to express the growingg importance of sport, de
plus en pluss, which wass key to a suc
ccessful answ
wer, despite the pattern being
b
presennted in the qu
uestion.
Question 4
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Le premier but d’un gou
uvernement c’est
c
d’assure
rer la croissan
nce économique de son pays. A votrre avis,
jusqu’à que
el point est-ce
e vrai?
This questio
on was not widely
w
chosen
n, but it led to
o some matu
ure, well-informed answeers. Many demonstrated
some abilityy to develop a logical and
d balanced a
argument, loo
oking first at the
t importannce of economic growth
for a countryy whilst conssidering the impact it mayy have on ind
dividuals and
d stating thatt economic growth
g
could
not be at the
e expense of people’s we
ell-being. A n
number of ca
andidates felt very passioonately about the need
to respect w
workers’ rightts and safety
y, their entitle
ement to a minimum
m
wag
ge, work/life bbalance and the right to
union representation. Others mentio
oned the nee
ed to protect the
t environm
ment and the rights of min
nority
groups such
h as the Abo
origines or Bu
ushmen. The
ere were man
ny examples of environm
mental damag
ge caused
by the pursu
uit of econom
mic growth – high level off pollution in Chinese cities, logging too make spac
ce for
intensive ca
attle breeding
g, diminishing
g stocks due
e to over-fishing. Many ca
andidates arggued that ha
appiness
and the well-being of the
e people sho
ould come firrst, arguing th
hat a well-ed
ducated and healthy popu
ulation was
more likely tto promote economic
e
gro
owth for all. S
Social justice
e was for many the main aim. Most ca
andidates
concluded tthat economiic growth mu
ust be a mea
ans to an end
d, rather than
n an end in itsself. Essays for this
question ten
nded to be more
m
success
sful in terms of paragraph
hing and man
ny candidatees were able to include a
number of p
points, with a good level of
o exemplificcation.
Question 5
de conservattion a été à l’origine des p
parcs nation
naux. Selon vous,
v
quels ssont les princ
cipaux
La volonté d
bienfaits po
our les pays où
o ils se trou
uvent?
of candidatess attempted this question , but it was often
o
used as
s an opportunnity to rehea
arse what
A number o
they had pre
epared on en
nvironmental problems w
with at times no reference
es to les parccs nationaux
x. Others
made a brie
ef reference to
t the title in their introdu
uction, but we
ent on to disc
cuss more geeneral issues
s, which
would suggest that some candidates
s did not und
derstand clea
arly what was
s meant by lees parcs nattionaux.
Environnem
ment and con
nservation we
ere frequentl y misspelt, despite
d
one being
b
given inn the essay title. The
best scripts mentioned parks
p
in theirr home coun tries or abroad, and inclu
uded a rangee of benefits, such as the
e
protection o
of animals an
nd plants, the
e economic b
benefits for th
he host coun
ntries in term s of employm
ment
opportunitie
es and eco-to
ourism. Some considered
d their importtance in term
ms of fightingg poaching an
nd
protecting e
endangered species
s
and their role in e
educating vis
sitors on a ra
ange of envirronmental topics. Many
however wo
ould have be
enefited from more speciffic references
s and greater exemplificaation.
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Ess
say

ages
Key messa
In order to b
be successfu
ul on this pap
per, candidattes need to read
r
the ques
stions carefuully, take suffficient time
to plan theirr essays (pre
eferably in Frrench), write logical, well--illustrated answers and arrive at a co
onclusion
that does no
ot merely reiterate points
s made elsew
where in the answer. The
ey also need to use a wid
de range of
grammatica
al structures and
a idiomatic
c expression
ns in order to
o attain high marks
m
for lannguage.
omments
General co
The overall performance
e of this coho
ort of candida
ates was in line
l
with thatt of previous years. There
e was a
wide range of ability dem
monstrated from the veryy poor to the very good. With
W referencce to the marrk scheme,
most candid
dates’ work fell
f in the range between the top of the Poor categ
gory to the toop of the Ade
equate
category forr both Langu
uage and Con
ntent with a ffew notable exceptions
e
who
w achievedd marks in th
he Very
Good categ
gory. The can
ndidates’ worrk was mostlly well presented althoug
gh, where canndidates had
d failed to
plan, there w
were significcant numbers
s of revisionss in the text of
o the essay with arrows aand asterisks which can
challenge th
he Examinerr to follow the
e argument. C
Candidates who
w did not target
t
their eessays fully on
o the
question set inevitably scored
s
lower marks since
e their answe
ers contained
d much unfoccused and offten
irrelevant m
material. Many concentratted their answ
wer on the overall
o
topic heading
h
and avoided the question
altogether. S
Some releva
ant essays were superficiial in tone an
nd content as
s well as lackking clear de
evelopment
or exemplification of points. They we
ere unconvin
ncing and the
erefore unable to access the higher mark
m
ranges.
ear that some candidatess had a poorr knowledge of
o linguistic sstructures an
nd
In some casses it was cle
appropriate vocabulary and register. Their answe
ers were naively express
sed in very siimple and offten
inaccurate language. On
n occasion, they
t
used ina
appropriate register,
r
addressing the E
Examiner as tu. More
mplex structu
ures and idio
oms and argu
ued their casse successfully, defining
able candidates used a range of com
the terms off the question in their intrroduction, wrriting a coherrent and convincing arguument and arrriving at a
balanced co
onclusion.
d:
Common errrors included
Incorrect ge
enders/spellin
ngs (sometim
mes even wh
hen the word is in the title
e): obésité, m
mythe, monde, effet,
problème, m
manque, travvail, pays, en
nvironnementt, développement, gouve
ernement, enntreprise, phé
énomène,
choix, aspect
Use of le taux for le nom
mbre and le/la media for lles medias.
Use of parcce que instea
ad of à cause
e de and touss que instead
d of tout ce que.
q
Use of car ffor parce que
e.
Random an
nd inappropriate use of words and phrrases to link paragraphs such as ausssi, néanmoin
ns(usually
wrongly spe
elled), pourta
ant, toutefois.
Overuse of the word perrsonnes (for gens) and ccela/ça.
Incorrect se
equence of te
enses with sii.
Inaccurate a
and carelesss use of acce
ents including
g words used
d in the ques
stions such aas phénomèn
ne and
égalité, and
d examples of
o candidates
s using one tyype of accen
nt for all occu
urrences.
Confusion b
between/misuse of : ce/se, ces/ses, le
es/des, bon/b
/bien, mauvais/mal, c’est que/ceux qu
ue, ceux
qui/ce qui, o
ou/où, a/à, sa
a/ça, est/et, mieux/meille
m
eur, leur/leurs
s, ils/eux.
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Use of plura
al verb with a singular subject and vicce versa.
Overuse of plusieurs an
nd use of de//des after plu
usieurs.
Phonetic sp
pelling e.g. atttirait for attirrer

s on specific
c questions
Comments
Question 1
This was byy far the mosst popular question on the
e paper. It elicited strong responses ffrom candida
ates across
the range off ability. It wa
as clear that they recogn ised that obe
esity is a real problem annd is spreading
throughout tthe world as the Western
n diet takes h
hold. Much criticism
c
was laid at the dooor of the foo
od industry
for cheapen
ning food by adding suga
ar and fat in la
arge quantities and not providing
p
enoough detail on
o
packaging. Candidates felt that it wa
as incumbentt on food ma
anufacturer and
a producerrs to inform the public of
the content of their good
ds thus allow
wing an inform
med choice. It was felt that the adverttisements on
n the
internet and
nto making the wrong choices with thheir diets. It was
d the televisio
on were lead
ding people in
w felt that
pre-package
ed food was very easy to
o prepare and
d convenient for those pe
eople comingg home late from work.
Equally, fasst food restau
urants provid
ded tasty and
d appetising food
f
(high in calories, fatt and sugar) very quickly
thus allowin
ng people to satisfy their hunger easil y. Candidate
es seemed convinced thaat processes
s such as
fattening ca
attle quickly using
u
hormon
nes would alsso add to the
e incidence of
o obesity in tthe populatio
on.
Individual re
esponsibility was not igno
ored in the re
esponses. Ca
andidates felt very stronggly that each
h person can
choose wha
at to eat and that a large part of todayy’s obesity crrisis is simply
y the result oof people ove
ereating
because the
ey lack self-ccontrol or are
e poorly educcated about food.
f
They fe
elt that a heaalthy diet with
h fruit and
vegetables and a regula
ar exercise programme w
were the way to counter th
he problem. There was evidence
e
of
a balanced response in all answers with highest marks awarrded to those
e candidates who express
sed
themselves clearly and logically thro
oughout.
Question 2
Candidates answering this question mostly conccentrated on the inequalitty of opportu nity, often no
ot
recognising how far socciety has mov
ved towards equality over the recent past. Some ccandidates narrowed
n
the essay to
o talking abo
out male and female roless within socie
ety and were
e clear that w
women still su
uffered
discriminatio
on in many areas
a
such as
a education,, the workpla
ace, the home and the meedia. They fe
elt strongly
that women
n were still se
econd class citizens
c
parti cularly in the
e developing world wheree girls often received
r
no
education a
and became essentially
e
th
he chattels o
of their husba
ands. There was
w a clear ddistinction made
between the
e developed and the developing world
d in terms off opportunitie
es for girls annd women. Another
A
area
of inequalityy that was mentioned was that betwe
een rich and poor
p
with the
e rich getting richer while the poor
get poorer. Candidates felt strongly that governm
ments should
d do more to equalise thee opportunitie
es for all
members off society and
d they spoke of programm
mes allowing access to education for all and to the
e higher
paid range o
of jobs. Theyy felt that little
e progress h
had been ma
ade in narrow
wing the gap between rich
h and poor.
They also fe
elt that socie
ety still discrim
minates agaiinst homosex
xuals by not allowing theem the same rights. Most
candidates argued stron
ngly that the idea of equa
al opportunities was a my
yth and that ssociety still had
h a long
o make equa
ality a reality.
way to go to
Question 3
This was a popular quesstion but was
s not particullarly well ans
swered. In many
m
cases eessays becam
me lists of
popular spo
orts that were
e now seen across
a
the wo
orld because
e of television and the intternet. Candidates who
were able to
o go deeper into the ques
stion made ssome telling remarks abo
out the influennce of the media on
sport in gen
neral. They made
m
reference to wideni ng access, making
m
lesse
er known spoorts available
e, and to
sponsorship
p allowing clu
ubs to develo
op and prosp
per. They als
so recognised
d that sport hhas changed
d as a result
of media invvolvement. They
T
wrote about the presssures on athletes and sportsmen annd women to succeed
because of being in the public eye. This
T
could le
ead to a desp
perate need to
t succeed, ffollowed perhaps by
depression and then the
e temptation of doping. T
They also felt that the spirrit of sport haad changed with
w money
being the drriving force and
a sportsme
en and wome
en being cele
ebrities. Othe
er positives iincluded mottivating
young peop
ple to play sp
port and to ha
ave a healthyy lifestyle as well as prov
viding the oppportunity for people
around the w
world to share in a globa
al event such
h as the Olym
mpic Games or the Worldd Cup.
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Question 4
andidates atte
empted this question butt their respon
nses were mostly well infformed and relevant.
r
Very few ca
They talked
d of the econo
omic growth in countries such as Chiina where va
ast industrialiisation has le
ed to a
booming ecconomy but la
arge scale po
ollution whicch has devas
stating effects
s on the heallth of those in the
country but also on the global
g
enviro
onment. Goo
od candidates
s were able to
t write persuuasively abo
out the effectt
of economicc growth on investment,
i
welfare
w
of the
e state and job creation. In general thhey felt that growth
g
was
a good thing
g but that the
ere were une
expected side
e effects suc
ch as the dev
velopment off tourism which could
lead to overrwhelming en
nvironmental effects on t he countries
s visited. This
s question waas well answ
wered and
many candidates had pllenty of illustrations to su
upport their arguments.
a
Question 5
This was the least popular question.. Candidatess were keen to
t point out the harm cauused to marin
ne creatures
es washed do
own into the sea from cu ltivated land and plastics
s disposed off at sea. The
ey also
by pesticide
mentioned o
overfishing as
a a result of demand dep
pleting the se
ea and creatting gaps in tthe food chain which
would have long term kn
nock-on effec
cts. In order to protect marine life, candidates feltt that governments
throughout tthe world should act toge
ether to prevvent pollution of the ocean
ns, putting sttrict laws and
d fines in
place for offfenders as well
w as having
g in place a g
global policy to protect all wildlife from
m environme
ental
damage cau
used by hum
man negligence.
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FRENCH LANGUAGE
Paper 8682/33
Essay

Key Messages
In order to perform well on this paper, candidates need to select an essay title which will give them the
opportunity to write a response that is clearly relevant, well illustrated and coherent. The aim is to use
accurate and idiomatic French which demonstrates complexity both in structure and vocabulary. Candidates
should plan essays carefully using the introduction to show their understanding of the essay title and the
conclusion to show their considered final judgment of the issues they have discussed.

General Comments
In this paper, candidates are given a choice of 5 questions and are awarded up to 24 marks for quality of
language and up to 16 for content. It was clear that most candidates understood the rubric for this paper and
essays were generally of an appropriate length.
Focus on the question set was, however, sometimes poor and the arguments superficial. Most of the
candidates did write a plan but it was often short and sketchy and basic in content. Those who did not plan at
all wrote essays that were poorly constructed and full of alterations and asterisks making them difficult to
follow. Ideas were often presented in a muddled way with no clear prioritisation or sense of balance. It is
clear that those candidates who define the terms of the question in their own mind and organise the material
into some kind of order before writing in most cases will gain higher marks for content. It is particularly
important that essays should target the precise terms of the question and not merely relate to the general
topic area. Essays on the overarching topic area (e.g. le sport) will always score poorly on content as much
of the material used by candidates will often be only marginally relevant given the question title itself. Many
candidates wrote very long opening paragraphs in which they explained in detail what they were going to do
in their essay and how they were going to do it. Unfortunately, in many cases the scope was far too
ambitious and there was an imbalance between the length of the introduction and what followed. Quotations
and statistics were often used but in many cases these didn’t elucidate any argument. It was clear that word
count was more important than content to some candidates. Conclusions often merely listed what had gone
before and did not show the candidates’ position when all points had been taken into consideration.
In terms of language, awkward use of idiom and a considerable amount of mother tongue interference were
fairly common, along with examples of phonetic spelling. Pre-learned phrases were frequently in evidence
and in some cases served only to highlight the deficiencies in the candidates’ own writing. Occasionally the
candidates’ lack of grammatical, structural or idiomatic awareness meant that essays were rendered
incomprehensible. More successful candidates used a range of structures and appropriate vocabulary, were
not over-ambitious and managed to express their ideas in accurate, clear and concise language.
Examples of good use of language include:
Appropriate use of linking words and phrases such as en plus, or, donc, par exemple, lorsque, ainsi,
puisque, cependant, pourtant, d’ailleurs, néanmoins, en revanche, d’un côté«de l’autre côté, à mon avis.
Range of topic appropriate vocabulary demonstrating that candidates have read a range of media on
subjects as diverse as equality of opportunity and the environment.
Range of structures including correct forms of the subjunctive. Use of a range of verbs such as pour
encourager, reposer sur, promouvoir, justifier, mener à, ne cesser de, se faire mal.
Correct use of idioms such as il s’agit de, il convient de, en d’autres mots, au revers de la médaille, étant
donné que, tel que, de plus en plus.
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Common errors
Incorrect genders/spellings (sometimes even when the word is in the title): choix, stress, manque, travail,
handicapé, loi, pays, voie, développement, bienfait, gouvernement, monde, rôle, exemple, phénomène,
problème, aspect.
Overuse of aussi at start of sentences and paragraphs.
Use of parce que instead of à cause de and car for pour.
Overuse of the word chose/choses and cela/ça. Use of personnes for gens.
Inconsistency of pronouns (les personnes followed by ils, son/ses etc).
Incorrect sequence of tenses with si.
Confusion between/misuse of : ces/ses, les/des, place/endroit, bon/bien, mauvais/mal, c’est que/ceux que,
ceux qui/ce qui, ou/où, a/à, sa/ça (overused instead of cela), mieux/meilleur, leur/leurs.
Use of faire for rendre
Use of the past participle after modal verbs, e.g. elles doivent resté à la maison, on peut allé au gymnase
Use of the wrong preposition after common verbs followed by an infinitive structure, e.g. aider de, préférer de
Use of anglicisms such as dépenser sur, payer l’attention, travailler for marcher, actuellement, capabilité.
Phonetic spelling such as attirait for attirer.
Incorrect form of third person plural verb e.g. ils regardes

Comments on specific questions
Question 1
This was a popular questions and candidates answering it took the view that eating and drinking had indeed
become more important in today’s world. They felt that there was now an emphasis on food presentation and
new tastes and that we had moved away as a society from eating to survive to eating for pleasure and
experience. This has resulted in the development of more diseases and conditions related to overeating
such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes and obesity. Candidates were keen to point out that this was
mainly a problem in the developed world and that there were still famines in poorer countries. They felt that
the disparity between rich and poor was, therefore, being made ever greater. Genetically modified food was
mentioned as a way of creating better food supply for the third world. There was a feeling overall that eating
and drinking were essential to both social and business life and that it would be hard to change the modern
mentality.
Question 2
This question was attempted by few candidates. They felt that discrimination was still too much in evidence
towards disabled people and that not enough was being done to improve the situation. They were clear that
disabled people were often disregarded for jobs because of their disability and the difficulties it might impose
on the employer. A possible solution put forward to help the situation was awareness raising classes in
school and the workplace which would allow a better understanding of the world of a disabled person.
Candidates were convinced that disability did not have to mean inability and that the problem largely lay with
society.
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Question 3
This was a popular question but was poorly answered by some. Many candidates chose to write about sport
in general without reference to the question set. They clearly felt that sport was important from a health and
social point of view but they seemed to completely disregard the avec modération aspect of the question.
More successful essays talked about the risks involved in playing too much sport such as developing long
term injuries or becoming obsessed with exercise to the extent that work and family life suffer. Candidates
understood the clear health benefits of regular exercise but were keen to point out that moderation is the
key.
Question 4
This question was attempted by few candidates. They mostly tried to define education and then determine
whether it was successful or not in determining social or economic development. Some candidates appeared
rather uncertain about how education specifically related to either of these functions. They instead wrote in
very general terms about education and its role in life with little use of example or real depth of analysis.
Question 5
Candidates held strong views about the environment and, in particular, about how humans were destroying
the planet. Their understanding of biodiversity was, however, occasionally rather superficial and many
essays were mainly focused on changes to the environment in general such as global warming, the
greenhouse effect and destruction of ecosystems. Candidates felt that the best reasons for preserving
biodiversity were to allow the conservation of animal and plant species which would provide humans with
food and medicines and the slowing of the damage to the ozone layer which would enable us to sustain life
on the planet.
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